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Advertising Investment in the UK Brewing Industry:
An Empirical Analysis
A J Abbott, KA Lawler and M C H Lingl
charged by brewers for their tied-premises
compared with independent chahs, More

Abstract
Ihis article analyses the signifcance of longlun adveftising investment in the UK brewing
indu$ry. The Johansen multivariate

indusky concentration is expected in the next
few years, with further rivalry such as price
discounting, increased product differentiation'

cointegration procedure is utilised lo estimate

and heavy continuous promotional advertising

a model of the demand

likely to occur.
Within the structure-conduct-performance
(S-C-P) paradigm the long-run advertising
strategy of dre firm can prevent competition
through entry barriers', since advertising may
strengthen consumer preferences. Within the
Arrow-Nedove model (Nerlove and Arrow,
1962), 6e impact of advertising may create
increases in perceived product differentiation
by conferring goodwill on established players
This may create additional problems for
poiential entants. Brewers may therefore
seek to enhance their stock of'goodwill' by
using different advertising campaigns over

the effectiveness

of

for beer to comparc
'main-media' and 'below

the line' advertising. An error correction
- run
mowmenE to equilibrium. The empirical
analysis shows that both forms of advertising
have no signifcant irnpacl on the total
barrelage sales in the UK One reason for
this may be that advertising inJluences the
distribution of banelage sales between
hrewers rather than the total quantity ofbeer
model is estimated to depict the short

sold.

.

I. Introduaion

time-

Over recent years the UK brewing industry
has experienced a period of momentous
change, which has inevitably led to market re-

In this paper we test this hypothesis with
respect to two main forns of advertising
available to brewers - 'main-media'a and
'below the line'r advertising. The incumbent

structuring. For example, in August

1995

UK market leader following the f,425m

frms' long-run advedising policy can
influence the strategic behaviour of potential

of Courage from the Australian
Fosters Group. This industry concentation
occurred despite a Monopolies and Mergers

entrants. Following the Arrow-Nerlove
approach we adopt the view that market
stuctule is, to a signifrcant degree,

Scottish and Newcasfle breweries became the

acquisition

Comnission (MMC) investigation. In
February, 1995, the Ofhce of Fair Trading
(OFT) launched a tluee month investigation

into the differences in wholesale prices

endogenous in all but the short-run. Strategic
conduct by incumbents is critical in affecting
future profitability. It is shown fiom the

evidence that given a choice

of

advertising
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will normally aim to

markets (Schrnalensee, 1972; Lambin, 1976;

undertake continuous'main-media'
advertising inrrestuent to improve potential
market share. This is a long-run strategic

and Conanor and Wilson, 1967, 1974).
Persuasive advertising is not untrue or
misleading, but aims to pair buyers with

techniques, brewers

sellers in a systematic way. Moreover,
advertising campaigns usually try to create
majestic illusions which aim to link potential
buyers with life styles associated with unique
athibutes for hedonistic pursuits.
In 1993 UK national brewers spent morc
then f,70 million on advedising (Table 1).
The advertising/turnover ratio for national
brewers varies from 0.3 per cent (Cadsberg
and Tetley) to 1.5 per cent (Courage). Table
2 illustrales the effectiveness of using
advertising to stimulate lager sales. Despite
the fact that sales performance by leading
brewers solely atbibuted to advertising
investment, the data presented suggests that
the effrcient market leader is Bass PLC since
it has the lowest advertising to sales ratio
(1,11), followed by Carlsberg-Tetley (1.96).
Whitbread however appears to be less
efficient in utilising advertising investn€nt.
Both tables 1 and 2 indicate that the beer
market is very competitive. These ratios
suggest that advertising has a powerful
intrinsic commercialvalue, otherwise brewers
would not be willing to put such a large
proportion of their sales rovenue into long-run

decision. The static S-C-P approach typically
ignores tlris key phenomenon, whereas in our
approach continuous advertising inveshent is
ihe cental theme of tlre analysisu.
Section 2 begins with a fiscussion of the
functional chmacteristics of advertising in UK

brewing.

3

considers model
specifrcations and the concepts of advedising
investnent are fiscussed. In the fourth
section, empirical findings derived from two

Section

cointegration models are considered, together
with fmdings from a short-run errot correction

section 5 provides some
concluling comments and links with the

model. Finally,
extant literatu.re.

2. Background

The denand for beer ia the UK reached a
peak in the late 1980s. Since then demand has

declined signifrcantly and UK b'rewers have
been producing at below potential capacity.

Price discounting for the large brewers is
likely to be ineffective in the long-run since
the price elasticity of the demand for beer is
low (see Lynt 1985; Muelbauer, 1977; Penm,
1988 and Abbott, Lawler and Ling, 1995),
thus naking non-price competition a dominant
featue in brewers' long-run marketing
stategies. One 6pe of non-price competition

advedising investments.

Th€ory suggests advertising expenditure
it can b€ s6en as

has distinctive features, since

which is likely to be pursued is vertical

a durable good widr positive long-term effects

product differentiation (Schnalensee, 1982),
taking the forn of quality improvements and
new product innovations. However, more
inportantly, non-price competition will uke
the form of long term advertising strategies.
Advertising has well known infornative

on brands and individual firms,

through

building up s0ocks of goodwill (Nerlove and
Arrow, 1962; Schmalensee, 1972; Shapiro,

1983 and Kioulafas,

1985).

Moreover,

advertising produces scale economies and
sunk costsT generating entry barriers which
discourage potential entrants (Needham, 1 976;
Williamson, 1963 and Schmalensee, 1983).

functions (Nelson, i974; Ozga, 1960; Stigler,
1961; and Telser, 1964) which focus on the
distributive characteristics of beer.
Advertising can also be persusive in target
-56-
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Table 1: Advertising/turnover ratio, 1993
Brewer
Bass

Carlsberg

& Tetley

Courage
Scottish

& Newcastle

Whitb,read

Tumover

Advertising

Adve r ti s i n g/t um ov e r r ati o

(tm)

(f000)

(/")

4,451

r4,654

0.3292

5,266

16,209

0,3078

1,326

20,129

L5180

1,514

7,880

0,5205

2,346

18,287

0.7793

Source: Register-Meal

Table 2: Advertising/sales ratio for lager products, 1993

Brewer

Sales Lager Volume
(tm)
Share in the UK
(w

Lager

Advertising
On Lager

Advertiing/
Salesf/o)

Products

({000)
Bass

Carlsberg

& Tetley

Courage
Scottish

& Newcastle

Whitbread

/JJ

25

8,403

1.1130

635

21

12,456

1.9616

745

25

t7,lt4

2.2972

220

7

4,889

2.2223

390

l3

10,155

2.6039

Source: Resister-MEAL

Brand building is currently a key stategy
in UK brewing. In this paper, inveshnent
used for long term brand promotion is teated
as an asset instead of a puro sunk cost with no
salvage value. Tables 3 and 4 indicaie that
brewers are willing to allocate far larger
budgets io 'main-media' advertising than

This neans thai such investments are not

rationale for this long-run advedising strategy.

A = (Afln. real advertising Inveshnent/RPl)
++
(r)

'below the line' advedising investment.
Accordingly, this paper seeks to isolate the

3. The nmdcl and data
Our analysis assumes that a tlpical large
brewer naintains a continuous flow of real
advertisine inveshent resources over time.

concentated on given pedods of the year, but
are distibuted equally in each quarter of a
y€ar. Consequently, systematio advertising
inv€sbn€nt implies the stock 'goodwill' for

any given firm takes time to accumulate.
Hence, continuous advedising inveshnent can
be convenienfly considered as:

Moreover, we utilise a standard linear model
of the demand for beer (see Lnk, 1985 and
Penm- 1988).
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Table 3: Main-media adv€rtising budgets

Advertiing
& Stout)
{m

Advertising Qager)

Total Advertising

fm

fm

1987

29.2

68,9

98.1

1988

31.4

70.4

101.8

1989

29.7

72.7

t02.4

1990

28.6

73.7

102.3

1991

33.4

73.0

t06.4

1992

41.8

85.0

126.8

1993

45.1

68.8

113.9

1994

44.7

60.0

104.7

Year

(Ale

Source: Reqister-MEAL

Table 4: Below the line advertising in the UK (1987 prices)

Advertising

Year

Index

Rate Card Prices (f,m)
1983

2.0

l3 3.85

1984

2.4

lou

1985

t.4

93.85

1986

1.5

100

1987

1.5

100

1988

1.5

92.

i989

l.l

68

1990

1.5

97

1991

2.9

181

Source: Register Meal

ratio of an index of beer prices to dre retail
price index; P" is the ratio of a price index of
substitute alcohol products io the retail price
index; ,4 is real advertising investuen! in
particular 'main-media' advertising (Ar) and
'below the line' advertising (lr). Economic
theory would predict that the income elasticity
of demand for beer should be positive over

This may be vritten as:

Q"= f(Y, PB, Pe A)

+-

++

Q)

wherc Qo is a proxy of the UK demand for
beer in real terms (total barrelage); f is real
UK personal disposable income; P, is the
-58-
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time,

Moreover, whereas the advertising
elasticity could be expected to be positive, dre

aslmptotically valid.
Table Al shows the Augmented DickeyFuller t€sts, which indicate that dre levels of

ovm price elasticity of demand should be

of order one, and
the first differences are stationary. Gven
these results- each variable satisfres the
requirements to be included in the long-run
cointegration nodel.
To implement the Johansen hocedure it
was necessary to specify the lag length of the
VAR at ono time period, which in each case
ensured that the €rror term was white noise.
Given the seasonal fluchrations in the
barrelage sales over each year, seasonal
dummy variables were also included in the
VA\ but not in the long-run cohtegration
equation. The Johansen procedure produces
trace and maximum eigenvalue tests, from
each variable are integrated

negative and the cross-price elasticity should
be positive. However, short-run price
discounting, 'tit for tat' marketing strategies
and intensive advertising strategies in the

short-run could produce perverse effects.
This would not be unusual in any given shortrun anallsis of oligopoly. Moreover, given the

long-run decline in the demand for beer,
competitive long-run advertising investment
expenditure by leading brewers could
counieract shod-run advantages attained by
'first movers' in such ganes. Lrdeed, over
the long term, the overall impact of both
types of advertising stategy by leading
brewers may not have any significant impact
on the aggregate demand for beer, or its long
term decline, but have serious consequences
for any individual brewer which does not
implement a continuous advertising
inveshent approach.

which the number of cointegrating veciors can
be identified. The results of the hlpothesis
testing are shown in tables A2 and A3.
The results from table A2 cleady reject
the null hypothesis of zero cointegrating
v€ctols against the alternative, at both ihe 5
per cent and 10 per cent significance levels.
Each test indicates the presence of at most

4, Empirical onalysis

In order to test for the long-run impact of

one cointegrating vector in respect to t}te
variables specified in the model. The results
from table A3 indicate that when the belowthe-line advertising variable is inchrded, the
model does not cointegrate at both the 5 per
cent and 10 per cent significance levels. This
is an importani frnding, since the Johansen
procedwe indicates which particular form of
advertising is more important in influencing

'main-media' and 'below the line' advertising
on aggregate UK beer sales, the Johansen
multivariate cointegration procedure was used
(Johanserq 1988)€. To inplement this
method, it is recessaryto (i) test for the order
of integration of each variable in the model
and (ii) use likelihood ratio hlpothesis testing

to identify the nunber of

distinct

cointegrating vectors. Given dre problems of
data availability, specifically for the
advertising variables, it was only possible to

aggregat€ beer sales.
The Johansen procedure also produces the

1 with 'main-media'

nornalised coefficients associated with the

advertising (A") over the period 1987 Q4 to
1994 Ql and 'below the line' advertising (lr)
over the period 1983 Q4 to 1990 Q4. This
lack of observations may slightly impair our

unique cointegrating vector, obtained from the

estimate equation

results of tabte A2, which are given as
follows:
9a= 10.0311 + 0.030203 Y'036169 PB
(3)
+ 0.39551 Ps - 0.13809 lM

empirical analysis since all the tests are only

_sq-
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The income elasticity is positive in this case,
although the magnitude of the coefficient is
far smaller than one would nornally expect.

Both the coeffrcients of the P, and P"
variables have appropriate signs and
magnitudes. The demand for beer is own
price inelastic and the cross elasticity is
positive, indicating that beer is a substitute for
other alcoholic products, over the period

Hypothesis testing was then used to derive a

parsimonious equation, using the general to
specifio prooedure, the results of which are
given as follows:
LQo.,= 0.023714 + 1.7886M,

(2.1465)
+

+ Z.4ll4^Ps,l

13.98047

(2.27r8)

examined. Surprisingly, the coeffrcient of tlre
A" variable is negative and has a smaller
magrrihrde than oxpected. A likelihood ratio
test, which imposed a zero restriction on this

(2.5834)

(1.6705)

^PB,,

- 0.451t4MM., - l.1716ECM_I (5)

(-1.29e1)

(-6.1450)

particular coefficien! yielded a test statistio of
0,95156, which for a 1'?(l) of 3.84146 at the

Rf =

5 per cent significance

Serial Conelation, I'z(4) = 8.6018

lwel

indicates that
'main-media' advertising had no signilicant
inlluence on aggregate beer sales over drs

period examined. A plot of the residuals
from the cointegrating vector in equation 3
indicates an absence of serial correlation (see
frgure 1). This conclusion is supported from

0.82110

DW = 1.9806

NormalitY, X'Q) = |.1167
Heteroscedasticity, I'(1

)=

0.00084

The diagnostio tess' indicate tlat the residuals
approximate a white noise process. The plot

of the actual and fited

values in frgure 3
suggest that the short - run model tracks the

the plot of the

estimated residuals
autocorrelation function, shown in figure 2.
An ADF test for the residuals was estimated
to be -5.3641, which given the 95 per cent
critical value of -4.5449 (Mackinnon, l99l)

data

well.

Moreover

a

CUSUM test of

parameterstability (frgure 4) indisstEe thal ths
estimated parameters of the model are stable
over the sample period exanined. All of fte
short - run elasticities have magnitudes which
are far larger dran anticipated. Strangely, the
own price elasticity is positive, the coefficient
of the A* variable is also incorrectly signed

indicales that the estimated residuals are {0)
and thus the cointegration regression specified
is a valid long-run equilibrium relationship,
since the variables have a tendency to move
together over time.
The residuals from the cointegration
equation were then incorporated into a short run error correction model, with a view to
investigating the short - run movements in
aggregate beer salss:

and insignificant.

In

of

support
the
oonclusions from the coinlegration equation,
the results indicate'main-media' advertising
has no significant influence on shod - run
movements in beer sales, as well as having no
long- run impact.

Jt5

APr,r.r +,$Ti APs.r-i
AQe = o + p.pr AYr,i +
$6r

+ !^$; AAyr-; +

r

p-L AQor+r

'-

+ EFPi DtJMt +

rECM-t

5. Conclusians
The econometric analysis shows that in the
cas€ of 'main-media' advertising, this variable
should be included in the cointegrating veotor
of beer demand, despite the fact that its
impact was shown to be insignifrcant. Our

(4)

''

Gven the quarterly frequency of the data, up
lags were included in dre ECM.

to 5
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evidence implies

that both forns of

in brewing but it will becom€
more costly not to advedise in this way.
advertising

advertising had no significant impact on beer
sales in the long-run. These are startling
findings given that advertising inveshrent by
brewen has increased dramatically in the
1990s compared with similar o.penditure in
the 1980s. Ironically though, lotal beer sales
in the UK have steadily declined. However,
it cannot be concluded that between the 1980s
and 1990s advertising produced a zero or

Moreover, short-run strategic advertising
investment is crucial for long-run surdval of
brewers, sinoe it should help intensify local
brand preferences and generate a grcatEr
individual stock of goodwill through time.

negative impact on the demand for beer, since
advertising investrnent may have arrested the
rate of decline in beer sales. There are also
otler exogenous factors such as demographic
changes, the recent deep recession and

Endnotes

1.

changing leisure interests which have led to
the decline in beer demand (see Abbott,

For

Lawler and Ling, 1995).
The coefficients of the long-run rnodel
parameters may represent the aggregate

brewers. The

example, leading brewers have

recently biased their production towards
high gravrty brewing. Recent technical
innovations have included for example,
widgets in cans and new microbological

responses in the UK beer market. They
cannot though reflect the true picture for each
brewer in the UK with respect to analysis of
advertising invesbnents. Instead, they provide
guidelines for evaluating strategic conduct by

individual

Economics Division, Sunderland Business
School, University of Sunderland.

taste enhancers.
3.

However, from an Austrian perspective,

advertising can

barrier

continuous

advertising investment approach and the

in ihe

only act as an entry
short term. Product

differentiation enables potential entrants to
enter the market.

model specifrcations are useful for focusing
the analysis at the level of the individual firm.
Data for any single brewer could be estimated

4.

in the same way to evaluate the effectiveness
of advertising over time. These are important
furdings which link theories on advertising
proposed by Arrow and Nerlove with the
actual practice in a key industry.
The shategic conduct adopted by leading
brewers will not necessarily prevent long-run
entry but should cause potential entrants to
focus their pronotional strategies in such a
way as to mimic the behaviour of incumbents.
This is a dynamic competitive process and
follows dre spirit of the neo-Austrian thinking.
Entry will not be blocked by nain media

For example, advertising on television.
radio, national newspap€rs and posters in
eye-catching areas etc.

5.

For example, advertising on posters and

leaflets used for promotion

in

supermarkets, offJicences, public houses
etc.

This approach accommodates the effect of
a cumulative build-up in goodwill derived
from past, presont and futu€ advefising
campaign. Fmpirical firdings from Clark
(1976), Kioulafas (1983), Griliches (1967)
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and Zellner and Hall Geisel (1970)
indicate that the impact of advertising

App."tli*

p,

lasts longer than the advertising period
and the advertising impact fades away in
time. The firndamental strategic airn of
advertising investment is to strenglhen the
influence of the advertising message on
sales over tine.

the

Expenditure, National Statisties Office,
HMSO.

f

P" is the mtio of a price index of

higher price for buying a brand from
another business which has e4erienood

substitute alooholic products

8. All

Deparhent of Emplofment (HMSO).
P, is lhe ratio of beer prioe index to the
UK general price index, both indioes are
obtained fron Bnp loyment Gazette,Iownal of
the Deparlnent of Employ'ment (HMSO).
I represents the annual 'main-media' (l)
and'below-tle-line' (A") advertising
expenditure obtained from Register-MEAL
(through the Information Deparhent at
Advertising Association in London).

oalculations were undertaken using
Miorofit V3.21 (Pesman and Pesaran,
1991).

The diagnostic tests include dre DurbinWatson test for first order residual serial
correlation; the lagrange-multilplier test

for up to 4th

order rosidual serial
correlation; the Jarque-Bera test for
normality of enors and the Koenker test
for heteroscedasticity.

r

: Ptot

to dre general

prioo index. Both indices soucos are obtained
ftom hploynent Gmette, Journal of the

unsuccessfrrl advertising canpaigns.

FigtrF!

is the quarterly real personal disposable

income in the UIq obtained ftom National
Income and bpenditure, National Statistics
Offrce, HMSO.

7. In reality, no one is willing to pay a

9.

eryendiire on beer in
obtained ftom National Income and

is the quarterly

UIt

;f rrriFrr.d Raidrj! fiom Coinr.t rtlon R.lrtlrirr
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Table

Augnented Dickey-Fuller tests

e87(4)-19e4(t)

te83(4)-1ee0(4)

(tr4ain medi a advertising)

(Below the line advertising)

r

Variable

Al:

ADF Test

ADF Test

(Levels)

(First Differences)

n

-2.6784'

[r]

lrl

Y

-r.7602

p

-1.7898'[0]

D

-2.e023'

,^M

-1.1163 [0]

l0l

ADF Test

(Levels)

ADF Test
(FirstDifferences)

l0)

-3.4134'

[71

-6.9335 [0]

-10.4326 [0]

-2.7793"

[r]

-13.2213

-4.0242 [o]

-2.1142

[rl

-7.813e [0]

-6.9391 [0]

-2,6054' [0]

-6.3145 [0]

-2.2363'l0l

-s.2902

-8.9377

|ll

-4.9169 [0]

I0]

Note: the altemative hypothesis in each case is that the variable in question is I(0); the 95% critical
values are -2.9850 and -3.602? for rhe ADF regression with and without a time trend respectively over
the period 1987 Q4 - 1994 Ql. Over the period 1983 Q4 - i990 Q4 the ADF critical values are 2.9706 Md -3.5796 for the ADF regression with ard wilhoul trend reqpectively. The critical values
are derived from Fuller (19?6). + denotes
regression is specified in parentheses.

a significant time trend. The lag length of the ADF

Table A2: Maximum eigenvalue and trace tests

Number of
Cointegrating Vectors

-

1987(4)-1994(1), main-mefia advertising

Likelihood Ratio

95%

90%

Statistic LR(n)

Critical Value

Critical Value

Maxinum eigenvalue test

r:0

70.1365

34.4000

3t.6640

*l

l5.4378

28.1380

25,5590

8.1760

22.0020

19 7660

Trace test

I<0

101. 1010

76.0690

7t.8620

r<l

30.9645

53.1160

49.6480

rQ

15.5267

34.9100

32.0030
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Table 43: Maximum eigervalue ard tace tests

Number of
Cointegrating Vectors

- 1983(4)-1990(4), below-the-line advertising

Likelihood Ratio
Statistic LR(n)

95%

90%

Critical Value

Critical Value

Maximum eisenvalue Gst

r:0

28.9126

34.4000

31.6640

-l

19.2930

28.13 80

25.5590

13.8464

22.0020

19.7660

Trace test

KO

69.4845

76.0690

'11.8620

I<1

40.s7t9

53.1160

49.6480

r<2

21.2789

34 9100

32.0030

Fuller W A (.1976) Introduction to Stdtistical
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